
8 WORKOUTS TO
KEEP YOU FIT ON

VACATION
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Keep your goals in sight!

Going on vacation does not mean you

have to leave your fitness goals at

home.

 

There are many ways to stay active &

keep your fitness levels up while

enjoying your hard earned vacation.

 

The following are my top 8 workouts

to 'pack' with you on your next

vacation!

 

Click the YouTube icon to view each

workout

http://www.popfitness.ca/
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What to pack?

The following are easy & portable pieces of

equipment to bring whether traveling by

planes, trains, or automobiles!

 Resistance bands (large loop, mini-loop, with or

without handles) & skipping ropes - these are

lightweight & easy to throw into your suitcase

or trunk of your car.

 

TRX suspension trainer -  this is a versatile

piece of equipment that is easy to pack and can

provide a great workout anywhere.

 

 Dumbbell, kettlebell, medicine ball - these are

your heavier items that travel best in your car

or camper.

http://www.popfitness.ca/
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How to set-up your workouts?

There are a variety of ways to set-up these

workouts.  The choice is up to you!

Try a TIMED CIRCUIT

Choose your total time for the circuit (ie: 15

minutes). Complete 1 set of each exercise (for your

desired number of reps - ie: 10) then repeat for as

many rounds/sets as possible) in your circuit time

frame. The goal is to have minimal rest between

exercises in order to complete as many rounds as

you can in your chosen time (ie: 15 mins).

Try TIMED SETS
Choose your desired On & Off time (ie: 30 seconds

On & 20 seconds Off).  You will complete 1 set of

each exercise for the prescribed 'on' time (30

seconds on) and rest for the 'off' time (20 seconds). 

Then move to the next exercise and repeat. 

Complete all sets in this fashion.

 

http://www.popfitness.ca/
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How to set-up your workouts?

Try a SUPERSET

Pair up th exercises and choose your desired

number of sets & reps (ie: 3 sets of 15). Perform

one set of the first exercise immediately followed

by one set of the second exercise.  Rest 45 seconds,

then complete the second set of each...and so on.

Try a TIMED LADDER SET

For this circuit you will increase your ON time and

decrease your OFF time for each round.

Round 1:  30 seconds on / 30 seconds off

Round 2:  40 seconds on / 20 seconds off

Round 3:  50 seconds on / 10 seconds off

Round 4:  60 seconds on / 0 seconds off

Choose your times and as many rounds as you

would like.

http://www.popfitness.ca/
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TRX - CORE WORKOUT

Equipment needed:

TRX suspension trainer
Sturdy anchor point (tree, pole, doorframe...)

Yoga mat (optional)

Workout:

Open up abs

Knee ins

Bicycles

Side plank with knee tuck

Side plank hip drops

Front plank hip drops

Supermans

Single arm rotations

Standing front planks

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/ZXkzbv-oUio
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TRX - FULL BODY WORKOUT

Equipment needed:

TRX suspension trainer
Sturdy anchor point (tree, pole, doorframe...)

Yoga mat (optional)

Workout:

Back rows

Rear flys

Torso pull & twist

Jump squats

In & out jump squats

Skiiers

Hamstring curls

Split squat

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/dFI7J5-sIKU
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LOWER BODY WORKOUT

Equipment needed:
Dumbbell, kettlebell, medicine ball, or resistance

band
Mini-band

Step, bench, chair, or stair
Yoga mat (optional)

Workout:

Single leg deadlift

Swing to Goblet squat to Curtsy lunge

Elevated reverse lunge

Banded in & out plank jacks

Banded hip abductions to Extension taps

Banded elevated glute bridge with Hip

abductions

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/FFKOB6RXbNY
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UPPER BODY WORKOUT

Equipment needed:
Dumbbell, kettlebell, medicine ball, or resistance

band/tubing
Yoga mat (optional)

Workout:

Inchworm renegade row to Eccentric push-up

Kneeling lateral raise to Upright row

Single arm press to Woodchopper

Rear fly to Row

Bent over row to Triceps kickback

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/gtp9pKbP4hc
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CORE WORKOUT

Equipment needed:
Yoga mat (optional)

Workout:

Shoulder taps to Spidermans

Side V-sit to Side hip drops

Alternate toe touch to Diamond sit-ups

Oblique crunch to Toe touch

Isometric V-sit to Dynamic V-sit

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/dVZkuyznR5A
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FULL BODY WORKOUT

Equipment needed:
Dumbbell, kettlebell

Step, bench, stair

Workout:

Step-up with shoulder press

Lateral step-up to Squat

Elevated push-up to Shoulder tap

Side plank rotation with leg lift

Bent row to Step-up with bicep curl

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/lhp4FeYrXVQ
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UPPER BODY WORKOUT

Equipment needed:
Dumbbell, kettlebell, or resistance band/tubing

Yoga mat (optional)

Workout:

Single arm snatch to Rear fly

Row to Hammer curl

Alternating row to Engaged row to Bilateral

row

Seated shoulder press to Engaged shoulder

press

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/F3BSYply2cQ
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LOWER BODY WORKOUT

Equipment needed:
Mini-band

Step, bench, chair, or stair

Workout:

Elevated reverse curtsy lunge

Side step-up lunge

Single leg deadlift

Jump lunge to Squat

Banded side shuffle, Squat. to Toe taps

Banded Hip thrusts

Banded bridge abductions

Banded single leg hip thrust

Banded kneeling hip extension

http://www.popfitness.ca/
https://youtu.be/e3BlCXjFayU
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ENJOY YOUR VACATION!

xo Meryl

http://www.popfitness.ca/

